The Capital City as a Microcosm of the State: The Case of Washington How may a capital city be conceived as a microcosm of the state? The concept of microcosm establishes a meaningful relation between a larger world and a smaller one, the latter being part of the first and at the same time being similar to it. This seems to describe exactly the position of a capital city within its stateat least a capital city which was designed to express its role. But how can a city as a physical entity become similar to the state as a political entity -and how can we appropriately describe the processes mediating between the two? This paper will explore the ways in which Washington was envisioned as a microcosm of the United States, focusing on three aspects: Washington as an equivalent of the geographic situation of the country, as a diagram of the political system, and as a representative of the political values of the state. Finally I will inquire into how the concept of microcosm may be transformed into a theory of representation in order to describe more closely the mediating processes between the city and the state. from the hilltop location for the parliament building and the president's house, he designed a comprehensive grid system into which he integrated diagonal roads. The two principal centers were accessed via radial streets and surrounded by gardens laid out in an axial arrangement. The ensemble could be understood as a confident adaptation of urban plans for royal capitals from the European era of absolutism to the specific requirements of the American republic. (Fig. i) But the aim was not only to bring the grandeur and dignity of European city planning to America. The plan also tried to embody the state in the city. It was to be a visible expression of the Confederation of States by naming the large diagonal avenues after the 13 member states.' The location of the streets in the city corresponded to the location of the states within the country, the northern states were clustered in the northern part of the city, the southern states in the southern part and the mid-Atlantic states in the center, ivioreover, the rank of each state was expressed in the naming of the streets. Thus Pennsylvania, as the home of Philadelphia and historic site of the Declaration of Independence as well as the signing of the Constitution, was allocated to the principal diagonal between Capitol and White House, The streets not only formed a mirror image of the geographical distribution of the states, but also created a hierarchical system which illustrated their historical and social importance. As all this was arranged in a pattern of ideal geometrical forms which were indissolubly interwoven, the street system aimed at symbolising an ideal and indissoluble nation.
The plan mirrored yet another political-geographic situation in a strikingly effective manner. The garden axis spread out westwards from the Capitol and southwards from the 81 White House, These axes were not confined by buildings and seemed to lead towards infinity: an open conception that couldtogether with the geographical disposition of the streetsbe understood as a symbol of the frontier policy, the seemingly infinite expansion towards the West and South. This orientation was especially perceivable for the acting members of the legislative and executive bodies; from both the Capitol and the White House the splendid garden vistas towards West and South should embody the "manifest destiny" of the new nation.
This layout was reconfigured in the plan which the Senate Parl< Commission presented in igo2.^( Fig the Capitol Grounds. The Supreme Court was content in their old Senate of the Capitol building, and so no separate judicial building was considered."^In other words, the Commission well considered a meaningful distribution but did not allocate a new significant site for the judiciary for simple practical reasons.
Partridge was not entirely satisfied with this solution personally. In his memoirs he wondered several times about the distribution of government buildings in L'Enfant's plan: "But we here ask, why two buildings and not three^The Government was a trilogy of legislative, executive and judicial branches. Washington. igo2. Especially the Mall, the ceremonial center of the city, was carefully laid out according to these political ideas. (Fig. 4) The existing buildings of the Capitol and the White House were surrounded with uniform buildings; in a similar manner, And not just with any necropolis, but with one that was the immediate consequence of an event that hacJ fundamentally shaped the Union: the heroes and soldiers of the Civil War were buried in Arlington Cemetery, No site seemed more capable of awakening patriotic sentiment, for: "nothing could be more impressive than the rank after rank of white stones, inconspicuous in themselves, covering the gentle, wooded slopes, and producing the desired effect of a vast army in its last resting place,"" The entire ensemble of city and cemetery should be symbolically understood in much the same way as the army of the dead was visually represented in the cemetery: the city of the living is anchored by the city of the dead, the present is justified by history, life on earth has meaning through life beyond.
With a kind of religious conviction, the plan aimed to transmit quite specific values and ambitions: the unity of the nation, its power, its eternity, its universality, democracy, freedom, liberty and peace. With the embodiment of all these ideals, the capital city was to become also a microcosm of the invisible, abstract values, which were meant to lead the macrocosm of the nations' politics.
From microcosm to representation: the voluntary construction of meaning
But how did the capital as a city convey all this meaning?
Using the concept of microcosm with its claim for similarity between the larger and the smaller world, we can indeed ascertain a physical analogy between the location of the streets in the capital city and the location of the states in the nation. But what kind of similarity may be recognised between the separation of the buildings for the principal powers and the separation of powers in a democratic state? It is no longer a physical resemblance, as the separation of powers is an abstract concept. This concept can only be mediated by a specific representation of the political systema diagram which shows the abstract concept as a visible arrangement on a sheet of paper -and it is therefore a much more complex kind of analogy. And even more difficult: how may abstract values like freedom and peace be translated into forms which can be interpreted as similar? In this case there is not even a mediating step which might put the form into a relation of similarity to its content. It seems we have reached the limits of the concept of microcosm which aims to explain relations by postulating similarities.
A closer description of those processes may result from a concept of representation, in which the different means of reference are described as different sorts of signs.'" Within architecture and urban design, the most helpful differentiation is still that of Charles Sanders Peirce with its distinction between the two degenerate forms of the signthe icon and the index -and the genuine signthe symbol.'' Icons and indices were not true signs for Peirce because they had not been created for the purpose of communication. An icon is characterised by the fact that it possesses the qualities which it communicates. He gave the example of a triangle drawn on a piece of paper, representing the geometric figure of a triangle by displaying its qualities. An index is characterised by the fact that it stands in physical-causal relation to that which it signifies. Thus, a weather vane indicates the wind direction, as the wind itself is the physical cause of the position of the vane. Symbols, on the other hand, derive their meaning solely from conventional allocations. Language is the system of symbols par excellence in Peirce's philosophy because its meaning derives solely from the fact that it is understood as meaningful. The symbol alone is a wholly representational sign; an icon does not represent, it is; an index, too, does not represent, but follows.
If we now adapt these categories of signs to our example we will see that they quite precisely describe the different ways of generating meaning within the city. The representation of the geographic situationformerly described as similaris an icon in the sense that the city plan possesses some identical qualities in regards to the layout of the country. Another icon is the centralized layout for the Capitol and the White House: it shows the central position of these political institutions by virtue of their centralized design. Or unity is iconically perceivable in the uniform design of the public buildings.
Nevertheless, this unity is only an icon for the uniformity in the building's design, not yet for the political unity of the nation: this would be a purely symbolic relation which would have to be mediated by words.
Furthermore, we can say that some of the specific political values are represented in an indexical manner. Thus, power is immediately visible in the scale and monumentality of the city. As only an established political power could be able to arrange such a large ordered environment, the ensemble is the causal consequence of a political power which it shows as an index. Also the "taste of the people of the United States" -8b as claimed by McMillanhas its direct impact on the design of the city and its buildings: their specific form is a direct consequence of the taste of their designers.
Finally, we must admit that all other intended meanings use the mode of the symbol. They are arbitrary in the sense that the meaning depends on the voluntary decision what a specific form is meant to represent. Freedom, liberty and peace neither have any similarity to the classical forms used for the Lincoln Memorial nor are these classical forms a direct consequence of freedom, liberty and peace. These forms may only possess this specific meaning because the designers and clients wanted them to be representatives of these values.
And only by mediating this will through wordsbe it the inscriptions on the monuments, the accompanying planning reports or articles from the wider press campaignit could become understandable and the mediating process could become successful. Furthermore, the representation of the democratic constitution by the separation of the buildings for the separated powers is purely symbolic; it can only be understood if the theory of separating powers as well as the specific function of these buildings is mediated bywords.
Here we see the specific constitution of symbols in architecture and urban design; they only function in connection to words. And to correctly interpret them, the observer must be aware of the arbitrary meaning of the surrounding discourse.
Symbols may be able to convey fairly specific values; this comes at the price, however, that their meaning can only be conveyed through convention, and that it may be short-lived or misunderstood. The relationship between icons and indices and their respective meanings, on the other hand, is intrinsic; they are self-explanatory. This, too, comes at a price, however, namely that they are only able to convey very general messages in architecture and urban design: icons convey a spatialphysical quality, while indices show a designing power.
If the relation between the microcosm and the macrocosm was an intrinsic similarityone world mirrored by another, and therefore ideally natural and unchangeablethe relation between the city's form and the state's values becomes more differentiated with a theory of representation. Some of the values and qualities are indeed represented in an intrinsic way be it as icons or indicesand they will always be understood, at least as long as there is someone willing or able to understand them. But more specific political ideals, especially, are only represented in an arbitrary way by symbols; their original message has to be reconstructed, and their meaning may change fundamentally, as many politically conceived buildings in the world may prove.
Washington as a microcosm of the United States, mirroring the political values and qualities in a natural and lasting mannerthis may have been the intention of the designing politicians and architects. Some messages may come across in an unchangeable waythe centrality of some institutions or the power which was necessary to realize such a well ordered city But most of the specific messages are far less stable than the actors may have hoped forthey simply disappear if they are not permanently renewed by an active discourse surrounding the existing forms.
